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It is one of America's most beloved
national parks, and now you can make
visiting it even better. Give your kids
the Yosemite Activity Book for hours of
fun! From mazes and word finds to maps
and pictures to color, it's a great way
to learn about the area and is ideal
for car rides and quiet time.
In light of the curious compulsion to
stress Protestant dominance in
America's past, this book takes an
unorthodox look at religious history in
America. Rather than focusing on the
usual mainstream Protestant
churches--Episcopal, Congregationalist,
Methodist, Baptist, and Lutheran--Moore
instead turns his attention to the
equally important "outsiders" in the
American religious experience and tests
the realities of American religious
pluralism against their history in
America. Through separate but
interrelated chapters on seven
influential groups of "outsiders"--the
Mormons, Catholics, Jews, Christian
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Scientists, Millennialists, 20thcentury Protestant Fundamentalists, and
the African-American churches--Moore
shows that what was going on in
mainstream churches may not have been
the "normal" religious experience at
all, and that many of these "outside"
groups embodied values that were, in
fact, quintessentially American.
A collection of previously published
essays exploring various aspects of
baseball history includes an
introduction to baseball historiography
and a discussion of Jackie Robinson and
Jim Crow baseball.
Reflections on President Barack Obama
By: Dr. Ray C. Minor This compelling
critique offers fresh and impartial
commentary on former President Barack
Obama and the politics surrounding him
as the first president of color of the
United States. It praises the President
when warranted and scolds him and his
political foes when appropriate. A
critical comparison is made between
Obama and Lincoln and Obama and
Johnson. The essay questions the hope
and change promised by candidate Obama,
and also casts doubt on the new Trump
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administration.
Theory Into Practice
Religious Outsiders and the Making of
Americans
Chinese America: History and
Perspectives 1987
Why Study History?
Why We Hate the Oil Companies
Navigate to Success - Understand the
Past, Prepare for the Future, Move
Forward
In this volume some of the leading scholars
working in Native North America explore
contemporary perspectives on Native culture,
history, and representation. Written in honor of
the anthropologist Raymond D. Fogelson, the
volume charts the currents of contemporary
scholarship while offering an invigorating
challenge to researchers in the field. The essays
employ a variety of theoretical and
methodological approaches and range widely
across time and space. The introduction and first
section consider the origins and legacies of
various strands of interpretation, while the
second part examines the relationship among
culture, power, and creativity. The third part
focuses on the cultural construction and
experience of history, and the volume closes
with essays on identity, difference, and
appropriation in several historical and cultural
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contexts. Aimed at a broad interdisciplinary
audience, the volume offers an excellent
overview of contemporary perspectives on
Native peoples.
This exciting and much-anticipated Second
Edition of Interracial Communication: Theory into
Practice guides readers in applying the valuable
contributions of recent communication theory to
improving everyday communication among the
races. Authors Mark P. Orbe and Tina M. Harris
offer a comprehensive, practical foundation for
dialogue on interracial communication, as well as
a resource that stimulates thinking and
encourages readers to become active
participants in the solution process. Part I of the
book provides a foundation for studying
interracial communication and includes chapters
on the history of race and racial categories, the
importance of language, the development of
racial and cultural identities, and current and
classical theoretical approaches. Part II applies
these concepts and theories to interracial
communication practices in specific, everyday
contexts: friendships; romantic relationships;
organizational, public, and group settings; and
the mass media.
My Reflections on American History, Florida
Teacher Annotated EditionDISCOVERING OUR
PASTA History of the World, Teacher Suite,
1-year SubscriptionWhat Caused the Civil War?:
Reflections on the South and Southern HistoryW.
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W. Norton & Company
Shows that the history of black photographers
intertwines with the story of African American
life, as seen through photographs ranging from
antebellum weddings and 1960s protest
marches, to portraits of contemporary black
celebrities.
Winnowings in American History
Growing Up in Jamestown, New York
China Tripping
Reflections on Jackie Robinson, Race, and
Baseball History
Reflections on My America 1945-1965
Reflections on President Barack Obama

As president of Shell Oil, John Hofmeister was
known for being a straight shooter, willing to
challenge his peers throughout the industry. Now,
he's a man on a mission, the founder of Citizens for
Affordable Energy, crisscrossing the country in a
grassroots campaign to change the way we look at
energy in this country. While pundits proffer false
new promises of green energy independence, or
flatly deny the existence of a problem, Hofmeister
offers an insider's view of what's behind the energy
companies' posturing, and how politicians use
energy misinformation, disinformation, and lack of
information to get and stay elected. He tackles the
energy controversy head-on, without regard for
political correctness. He also provides a new
framework for solving difficult problems, identifying
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solutions that will lead to a future of comfortable
lifestyles, affordable and clean energy,
environmental protection, and sustained economic
competitiveness.
Invoking the strong ties they sense between the
courses of their lives and their careers, the sixteen
historians of religion who have contributed to
Autobiographical Reflections on Southern Religious
History share their thoughts and motivations. In
these highly personal essays, both pioneering and
promising young scholars discuss their work and
interests as they recall how the circumstances of
their upbringing and education steered them
toward religious history. They tell of their own time
and place and of their growing awareness of how
religion ties into larger social issues: gender, class,
and, most notably, race. Indeed, one essay begins,
"I was asked to write about why I came to study
religion in the South. It was then I realized that it
was because my grandfather had been lynched."
Lutheran, Jewish, Catholic, Methodist, and
Episcopal viewpoints are represented as, of course,
are Baptist. Some contributors have stood in the
pulpit; others at least commenced their higher
education with that aim. While some contributors
were born and reared, and now work in the Bible
Belt, others are outsiders--physically,
philosophically, or both. Some came from
intellectual traditions; others were the first in their
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family to attend college. Despite their common
interest in its history, southern religion is anything
but an intellectual abstraction for the contributors
to this book. It is a potent force, and here sixteen
men and women offer themselves as proof of its
power to shape lives.
"In One eloquent essay after another, some of the
wisest historians of our time write American history
in a grand cosmopolitan context. From the era of
discovery to the present, histories that we thought
we knew—of labor, of race relations, of politics, of
gender relations, of diplomacy, of ethnicity—are
more richly understood when causes and
consequences are traced throughout the globe.
One emerges invigorated, ready to welcome a new
American history for a new international
century."—Linda K. Kerber, author of No
Constitutional Right to Be Ladies: Women and the
Obligations of Citizenship "Rethinking American
History in a Global Age is an extremely stimulating
and thought-provoking collection of essays written
by leading historians who offer wider contexts for
illuminating the traditional themes and issues of
American national history. Particularly impressive is
the book's combination of caution and original,
sometimes daring insights."—David Brion Davis,
author of In the Image of God: Religion, Moral
Values, and Our Heritage of Slavery "For decades
American historians have been urging one another
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to place our culture in comparative or transnational
perspective. Thomas Bender's unique volume
includes not only essays theorizing such efforts and
essays exemplifying such work at its most
successful and its most provocative, it also
provides more skeptical assessments questioning
whether American historians can meet the
challenge of overcoming our longstanding national
preoccupations. Rethinking American History in a
Global Age is an indispensable book that will shape
the work of a rising generation of historians whose
horizons will extend beyond our own
shores."—James T. Kloppenberg, author of The
Virtues of Liberalism
The geography of contemporary U.S. political
economy has roots that run deep into our past.
Earle traces their growth to the seventeenthcentury origins of liberalism, republicanism, and
financial crises.
The Significance of the Frontier in American History
Understanding and Teaching Native American
History
Commercial Law League Journal
Rethinking American History in a Global Age
A History of Black Photographers, 1840 to the
Present
Cultures, Histories, and Representations
Learning and understanding about
historical events, places, and often just
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ordinary people who played a critical role
in challenging unjust laws will inspire
and empower the readers. The personal
stories, timeline of events, as well as
the words of wisdom and challenges
contained in this book will sound the
alert that the struggle for racial equity
is not a cause of the past; but that
everyone must gain focus, demonstrate
perseverance and resilience as we navigate
to success and continue to move.
This unique book is the first to bring
together a group of leading China experts
to reflect on their cultural and social
encounters while travelling and living in
the PRC. Covering nearly a half-century,
these stories open a vivid window on a
rapidly evolving country and on the zigzag
learning curve of the China trippers
themselves.
Include proceedings of the annual
meetings.
This completes a three-volume documentary
history of the work of John Franklin
Jameson. Composed principally of Jameson’s
extensive public and private
correspondence, Volume 3 highlights his
most important contributions as managing
editor of the American Historical Review,
director of the Department of Historical
Research at the Carnegie Institution in
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Washington, fund-raiser for the Dictionary
of American Biography, and, most
important, chief architect and promoter of
both the American Council of Learned
Societies and the National Archives. This
volume brings once more to life a man
whose deeds and thoughts continue to
influence the world we live in.
Papers of the American Historical
Association
Straight Talk from an Energy Insider
A History of the World, Teacher Suite,
1-year Subscription
Makers of American History
The First president of Color of the United
States
"We Hold These Truths to be Self-evident-"
Follow Chi Wang as he escapes a war-torn China to
pursue a better education and life in America. As you join
Wang on his journey you will also experience key
historical events in U.S.-China relations through the eyes
of someone who lived it.
These thirteen essays explore a crucial historical
questionthat has been notoriously hard to pin down: To
what extent,and by what means, does a society's
technology determine itspolitical, social, economic, and
cultural forms? These thirteen essays explore a crucial
historical question that has been notoriously hard to pin
down: To what extent, and by what means, does a
society's technology determine its political, social,
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economic, and cultural forms? Karl Marx launched the
modern debate on determinism with his provocative
remark that "the hand-mill gives you society with the
feudal lord; the steam-mill, society with the industrial
capitalist," and a classic article by Robert Heilbroner
(reprinted here) renewed the debate within the context of
the history of technology. This book clarifies the debate
and carries it forward.Marx's position has become
embedded in our culture, in the form of constant
reminders as to how our fast-changing technologies will
alter our lives. Yet historians who have looked closely at
where technologies really come from generally support
the proposition that technologies are not autonomous but
are social products, susceptible to democratic controls.
The issue is crucial for democratic theory. These essays
tackle it head-on, offering a deep look at all the shadings
of determinism and assessing determinist models in a
wide variety of historical contexts. Contributors Bruce
Bimber, Richard W. Bulliet, Robert L. Heilbroner,
Thomas P. Hughes, Leo Marx, Thomas J. Misa, Peter C.
Perdue, Philip Scranton, Merritt Roe Smith, Michael L.
Smith, John M. Staudenmaier, Rosalind Williams
This volume consists of twenty six autobiographical
essays by leading historians of American education
which document the enormous variety of paths taken to
get into this field. A companion to earlier volumes on
philosophy of education and curriculum studies, the
historians in this volume reflect a wide variety of interests
that underlay accomplishment in this scholarly field. They
come from diverse backgrounds that have animated their
scholarly careers in compelling ways. Readers in any
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variety of educational or historical study should learn
from this volume how unplanned careers can still result
in highly successful sets of accomplishments. That
realization is a tribute both to the individual contributors
and to the great attractiveness of educational history to
committed scholars of various backgrounds and
orientations.
This is a collection of essays that celebrates the two
decades of American cultural history between
1945-1965--what the author Dr. Roger Hite refers to as
the two decades of spring in his life's journey. It is an
effort to capture what it was about the time he relishes
and wants his children and grandchildren to understand
about his "Olden Days."
John Franklin Jameson and the Development of
Humanistic Scholarship in America: The Carnegie
Institution of Washington and the Library of Congress,
1905-1937
A Geographical History of Crisis and Recovery
Reconstructing Southern Rhetoric
The Dilemma of Technological Determinism
An Interdisciplinary Analysis of the Roots of Racism and
Slavery in America
Racism Matters

This book argues that during the Cold War
modern political imagination was held captive
by the split between two visions of
universality—freedom in the West versus
social justice in the East—and by a culture of
secrecy that tied national identity to national
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security. Examining post- 1945 American and
Eastern European interpretive novels in
dialogue with each other and with
postfoundational democratic theory, The
Underside of Politics brings to light the ideas,
forces, and circumstances that shattered
modernity’s promises (such as secularization,
autonomy, and rights) on both sides of the
Iron Curtain. In this context, literary fictions by
Kundera and Roth, Popescu and Coover, Kiš
and DeLillo become global as they reveal the
trials of popular sovereignty in the “fog of the
Cold War” and trace the elements around
which its world discourse or global picture is
constructed: the atom bomb, Stalinist show
trials, anticommunist propaganda, totalitarian
terror, secret military operations, and political
targeting.
Through penetrating analysis of twentiethcentury historical fiction from Central America
this book asks: why do so many literary texts
in the region address historical issues? What
kinds of stories are told about the past when
authors choose the fictional realm to
represent history? Why access memory
through fiction and poetry? Nicole Caso traces
the active interplay between language, space,
and memory in the continuous process of
defining local identities through literature.
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Ultimately, this book looks to the dynamic
between form and content to identify
potential maps that are suggested in each of
these texts in order to imagine possibilities of
action in the future.
Understanding and Teaching Native American
History is a timely and urgently needed
remedy to a long-standing gap in history
instruction. This book highlights the ongoing
integral role of Native peoples via broad
coverage in a variety of topics including the
historical, political, and cultural. Nearly a
decade in the conception and making, this is a
groundbreaking source for both beginning and
veteran instructors.
A compilation of 114 classic essays from Gore
Vidal. "A marvelous compendium of sharp wit
and independent judgment that confirms his
status as a man of letters." —Publishers
Weekly From the age of Eisenhower to the
dawning of the Clinton era, Gore Vidal’s
United States offers an incomparably rich
tapestry of American intellectual and political
life in a tumultuous period. It also provides the
best, most sustained exposure possible to the
most wide-ranging, acute, and original literary
intelligence of the post–World War II years.
United States is an essential book in the
canon of twentieth-century American
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literature and an endlessly fascinating work.
Reflections in Black
Black History
My Reflections on American History, Florida
Teacher Annotated Edition
New Perspectives on Native North America
A Compelling Journey from Peking to
Washington
Annual Report of the American Historical
Association
“An extremely good writer, [Ayers] is well worth
reading . . . on the South and Southern
history.”—Stephen Sears, Boston Globe The
Southern past has proven to be fertile ground
for great works of history. Peculiarities of tragic
proportions—a system of slavery flourishing in a
land of freedom, secession and Civil War tearing
at a federal Union, deep poverty persisting in a
nation of fast-paced development—have fed the
imaginations of some of our most accomplished
historians. Foremost in their ranks today is
Edward L. Ayers, author of the award-winning
and ongoing study of the Civil War in the heart
of America, the Valley of the Shadow Project. In
wide-ranging essays on the Civil War, the New
South, and the twentieth-century South, Ayers
turns over the rich soil of Southern life to
explore the sources of the nation's and his own
history. The title essay, original here, distills his
vast research and offers a fresh perspective on
the nation's central historical event.
A new discussion of racism in America that
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focuses on how white people have been affected
by their own racism and how it impacts upon
relations between Blacks and Whites.
Growing up in a somewhat ethnic community
during the depression and its aftermath and the
experience of WWII left me with lasting
impressions of learning how to make ends meet,
the value of family ties and an appreciation of
the "simple" things in life. My story is not
unique, yet provides memorable insights into
growing up in a specific community during a
specific time in American history. By today's
standards my family was poor and yet, even
though money was not plentiful, we were not
deprived. Our home life balanced discipline and
"freedom" to act, providing a strong moral
compass. We were loved and cared for, and the
strong German and Swedish influence resulted
in a reserved demonstration of affection and
feelings. Unspoken expectations set the
standards by which we ventured into new and
unfamiliar territory: "honesty"; loyalty to one's
family and friends; educational growth beyond
high school; "sticking up" for the rights of self
and others; how to act "properly" in public; and
adaptability and accommodation to new and
differing circumstances. "Growing Up in
Jamestown, New York" is my reflection on the
years of 1940-1955. These years are meaningful
and memorable for me. I hope my grandchildren
and great grandchildren and grand nieces and
nephews will find insights, understanding and
humor in a piece of their own histories.
Frederick Jackson Turner's 1893 essay on the
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history of the United States remains one of the
most famous and influential works in the
American canon. That is a testament to Turner's
powers of creative synthesis; in a few short
pages, he succeeded in redefining the way in
which whole generations of Americans
understood the manner in which their country
was shaped, and their own character moulded,
by the frontier experience. It is largely thanks to
Turner's influence that the idea of America as
the home of a sturdily independent people - one
prepared, ultimately, to obtain justice for
themselves if they could not find it elsewhere was born. The impact of these ideas can still be
felt today: in many Americans' suspicion of "big
government," in their attachment to guns - even
in Star Trek's vision of space as "the final
frontier." Turner's thesis may now be criticised
as limited (in its exclusion of women) and overstated (in its focus on the western frontier).
That it redefined an issue in a highly impactful
way - and that it did so exceptionally eloquently
- cannot be doubted.
The Underside of Politics
Practicing Memory in Central American
Literature
Extra Bases
Alexander Hamilton
United States: Essays 1952-1992

Theory on mothers, mothering and motherhood has
emerged as a distinct body of knowledge within
Motherhood Studies and Feminist Theory more generally.
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This collection, the first ever anthology on maternal
theory, introduces readers to this rich and diverse tradition
of maternal theory. Composed of 50 chapters and covering
more than three decades of scholarship, Maternal Theory
includes all the &“must read&” theorists on motherhood.
Writers include: Adrienne Rich, Nancy Chodorow, Sara
Ruddick, Alice Walker, Barbara Katz Rothman, bell
hooks, Sharon Hays, Patricia Hill-Collins, Julia Kristeva,
Kim Anderson, Audre Lorde, Ellen Lewin, Daphne de
Marneffe, Ariel Gore, Ann Crittenden, Judith Warner and
many more. Maternal Theory is essential reading for
anyone interested in motherhood as experience, ideology,
and identity.
Contributions by Whitney Jordan Adams, Wendy AtkinsSayre, Jason Edward Black, Patricia G. Davis, Cassidy D.
Ellis, Megan Fitzmaurice, Michael L. Forst, Jeremy R.
Grossman, Cynthia P. King, Julia M. Medhurst, Ryan
Neville-Shepard, Jonathan M. Smith, Ashli Quesinberry
Stokes, Dave Tell, and Carolyn Walcott Southern rhetoric
is communication’s oldest regional study. During its initial
invention, the discipline was founded to justify the study
of rhetoric in a field of white male scholars analyzing
significant speeches by other white men, yielding research
that added to myths of Lost Cause ideology and a uniquely
oratorical culture. Reconstructing Southern Rhetoric takes
on the much-overdue task of reconstructing the way
southern rhetoric has been viewed and critiqued within the
communication discipline. The collection reveals that
southern rhetoric is fluid and migrates beyond geography,
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is constructed in weak counterpublic formation against
legitimated power, creates a region that is not monolithic,
and warrants activism and healing. Contributors to the
volume examine such topics as political campaign
strategies, memorial and museum experiences, television
and music influences, commemoration protests, and
ethnographic experiences in the South. The essays
cohesively illustrate southern identity as manifested in
various contexts and ways, considering what it means to be
a part of a region riddled with slavery, Jim Crow laws, and
other expressions of racial and cultural hierarchy.
Ultimately, the volume initiates a new conversation, asking
what southern rhetorical critique would be like if it
included the richness of the southern culture from which it
came.
What is the purpose of studying history? How do we
reflect on contemporary life from a historical perspective
and can such reflection help us better understand
ourselves, the world around us, and the God we worship
and serve? In this introductory textbook, accomplished
historian John Fea shows why Christians should study
history, how faith is brought to bear on our understanding
of the past, and how studying the past can help us more
effectively love God and others. Deep historical thinking
can relieve us of our narcissism; cultivate humility,
hospitality, and love; and transform our lives more fully
into the image of Jesus Christ.
Dorothy Fujita-Rony’s The Memorykeepers: Gendered
Knowledges, Empires, and Indonesian American History,
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examines the importance of women's memorykeeping, for
two Toba Batak women whose twentieth-century histories
span Indonesia and the United States, H.L.Tobing and
Minar T. Rony.
Encountering the Everyday in the People’s Republic
What Caused the Civil War?: Reflections on the South and
Southern History
Reflecting on the Importance of the Past
Reflections
Autobiographical Reflections on Southern Religious
History
Building a New Life in America
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